
Comments collected during St. Matthew’s Synod Process: Phase I In-reach
12/12 Session

● What does it mean to be an authentic Catholic? How do we become one?
● Participating in Family Faith Formation has helped the adults.
● There is a desire to know more about the Catholic faith.  A related comment is how do

you defend your faith, e.g How do you respond to questions such as “are you born
again?”.

● We would like to understand the meanings of our prayers.
● Youth like deep topics; youth from other faiths also participate as they don’t get this

elsewhere.
● Bulletin announcements are not personal invitations.  We need to figure out how to invite

differently – need more inclusiveness.  People need a personal call for invitations; need
outreach for inclusion.  We need to be specific about invitations as to what is being
asked.

● In order to respond yes to requests to volunteer, people need to know specifically what is
being asked.  Several affirmed willingness to respond to one task, but won’t accept long
term projects.

● People should be open to others’ opinions.
● People should be open to others’ opinions.
● Inclusion – people don’t know each other.  People felt connected because of the sharing.
● One person expressed a desire to have a topic for after mass sharing during donuts and

coffee.  Another person noted that coffee and donuts is a great place to connect and to
get to know people and also to receive invitations for activities.  Others don’t want a topic
and/or don’t feel welcome in the groups that are gathered.

● We need opportunities for people to connect for fellowship; also for people to share on
their faith journeys.

● When inviting people to participate in activities, invitations need to be intentional and
personal.

● Would like smaller groups in neighborhoods.
● How do we empower our parishioners?
● How do we empower our parishioners?
● People may not be ready or able to engage in church.
● People who have served in the past may feel that they have served their share and it’s

time for others to serve.

12/19 Session
● need more groups to cater more specific ages or stages of life.
● Need a mechanism for explaining church rules and also for challenging the rules
● More involvement of clergy in the retreats (MUCH NEEDED, URGENTLY) to be able to

offer confessions, be part of the holy hour and maybe give a topic.
● Need more groups to cater more specific ages or stages of life.
● Hypocrisy of having Mass in a park but cannot sanction a marriage outside of the church

building.
● The church needs to be accountable for actions. There needs to be a sub-committee of

parish council that can act as oversight and offer a mechanism for people to challenge a
decision, such as being denied confirmation or other sacraments.
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● Concerns that sacraments that were issued by a priest or bishop that was later accused
or found guilty of pedophilia or other concerns, are invalid.

● Better communication of opportunities available in the church and multiple media for
publicizing the events.

● Communications need to include mediums for all ages, paper bulletins, newsletters,
online versions, Facebook page, etc.

● Importance of communications regarding this event and all events.
● There was some miscommunication because they couldn’t explain their experiences

(they butted heads)
● Accountability of church leadership.
● Hurts exist because of the pedophilia cover up and lack of leadership by the Catholic

Church.
● Parish Newsletter listing baptisms, funerals, marriages (specifics of names of parents,

Godparents, etc.)
● Respected each others comments
● We need to better our listening skills
● There needs to be an outlet or mechanism for resolving issues and hurts to find

resolution to specific concerns. (Rather than people leaving the church.) For example,
the Church not enforcing COVID protections, pedophilia protections)

● Comfortable because everyone was discussing
● Events or children’s events helped to draw parents and family members into involvement

with church events and spiritual growth.
● Happy and Nostalgic because we remembered how we started to serve and how the

Holy Spirit has guided us to become community
● Long term plan to grow social events. Repeat events that only a few people attend and

let those people spread the word for a more successful repeat event. Give the event time
to grow before it is dismissed.

● Mechanism to heal existing hurts of people who have left the church.
● Need a priest that speaks Spanish
● Need more help from other groups (Working Together) for events
● Social events to promote fellowship.
● Some were hesitant to discuss
● The church needs to have community events, coffee and donuts, etc. to encourage

interaction and fellowship. Game nights. More social activities for all age groups and
families.

● There is the feeling of sadness, and feeling of being left out, when the invitation has
been given to the clergy to participate in the Spanish retreats and to have no
attendance.

● Understood that there were age differences and they understand that the needs are
different

● Leadership must be open and honest.
● Comfortable because everyone was discussing
● Create ways for people to feel part of the church through personal invitations. Utilize

outreach through the Time and Talent information.
● Fr. Cliff has allowed our Spanish community to do many things, we recognize his effort in

giving us the mass in Spanish and give thanks for his patience with us.
● How to engage people between the age of 25 and 50, that are not participating or feeling

part of the community of the church.
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● Intentional outreach to invite people back to the church.
● COVID - Outreach for people who have fallen away because of Covid.
● When mass is announced as bilingual please do everything including the homily

translated in Spanish as well.
● Consistency of church ceremonies, particularly the bell ringing vs no bell ringing during

the Mass. Consistency across the board in terms of practices.
● There needs to be an outlet or mechanism for resolving issues and hurts to find

resolution to specific concerns. (Rather than people leaving the Church.) For example,
the Church not enforcing COVID protections, pedophilia protections)

1/2/2022 Session
● Meeting in people’s homes can be more intimate.  Homes should be mission churches.
● A personal invitation helps involvement.
● If people feel judged they may not go to church.  They need to feel welcome despite

their circumstances.
● People are willing to help when greeted by name and told they are needed to help.  They

need to be invited to join a group of persons close to their age.  It is especially dry to
those coming off of youth group activities to find a vibrant group.

● Bad experiences drive people to other churches or away.  We need to encourage people
to not leave just because of a bad experience.  People may not believe the devil exists.
We need to encourage them to have courage to come back again.  It’s not easy to come
back once you have stayed away.  We don’t believe that bad things can happen in
Church, but they do.

● A mentor can help with a person’s connection and involvement. R-game nights, more
Deep and Deeper nights.

● Having been at least introduced to a person in a group helps a person feel comfortable
and possibly attending.

● Having groups in homes is a positive as home is an outpost of the church.  People need
to know at least one or two people there prior to coming, that is a safety net for some.

● People need availability of both interest and station in life groups
● Persons helping each other when in need is an example of how we can be connected.
● Retreats are helping us to grow; they are a place where people start making

connections.
● We need groups that are focused for certain life circumstances - such as our version of a

MOPS group.

1/9/2022 Sessions
● A young lady shared that she enjoyed her time as an altar server and that has been

important for her to see the things Father does from closer proximity.
● After COVID I didn’t leave my house for a year but when I came back, I liked when

Father was teaching about the Saints each week and I looked forward to hearing what
he was going to share each week and learning something new.

● I grew up in a very poor country - memory: the nuns would gather the children and if they
stay, they get a snack, if they skipped the lesson, they get a pinch in the side.

● Is there a way to deepen understanding of the “why” of things we do, say, etc. within
church? A want for more education

● We should start having groups of sharing and reading the bible. There already is a group
but when I asked, they said the group was full.
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● When I first joined the Church, no one really reached out to engage me, tell me of things
going on or include me.  I would also include those that may have fallen away as well.

● We may need more effective means of communication for varied age groups - some
prefer paper, some Facebook or website, the younger generation is more active in
Snapchat, Tik Tok, and things like that. Is our outreach lacking?

● We need more communication of availability of activities in the church - bible studies,
small groups, etc.

● I feel there are generational issues that are dividing communities - how can the church
address this and how can we all be part of one church?

● Two members of the group shared their cultural experiences from growing up in a
Catholic faith in the Philippines and Africa. They feel community here at church and feel
faith protects them from pressures and hurts from the outside world.

● The Catholic faith saved me so much. Without the community and the faith I would feel
so alone here in this country in this community.

● I loved the way church was today with the dancing, the young people, the instruments,
the pageantry. I loved that it felt more joyful in the music and it makes a huge difference.
The traditional music feels more like funeral music, it isn’t typically as joyful. Can we find
opportunities for a more upbeat community gathering, including various cultures and
music within the service. When I first joined the church, no one really reached out to
engage me, tell me of things going on or include me. I would also include those that may
have fallen away as well.

● I like the idea of having different masses that are aimed toward different age groups -
children, young adults/teens, older adults - that homilies could be geared toward these
age groups in topics and conversations geared toward their needs, wants, and interests.

● I feel that people enjoy the different cultural experiences like the Hispanic dance today or
the dance we did in the Philippine church. People sometimes are feeling bored and
these things may give them something new and different to look forward to.

● I liked this bigger community mass, being able to see everyone in one gathering.
● I loved the way church was today with the dancing, the young people, the instruments,

the pageantry.  I loved that it felt more joyful in the music and it makes a huge difference.
The traditional music feels more like funeral music, it isn’t typically as joyful.  Can we find
opportunities for a more upbeat community gathering, including various cultures and
music within the service.

● “As I get older, my faith gets stronger”. No one can destroy my faith, it gets deeper with
age.

● God says he loves us as we are, and I feel that people of other sexuality should still be
accepted and loved in church, maybe also some sort of outreach to that community.

● I teach my children to always continue bringing your heart to God and he will help you, I
am trying my best to bring my children to God. As a church I would like to see the church
encourage and engage young people to be active in the church.

● I want to see people continue to spread the word of God - whether it is online, or in
person, or sharing a bible with a friend; that will change the lives of your friends.

● My sons grew up Catholic; in high school they started to join another church for their
Wednesday “fun night” because it was more engaging and fun for them. Eventually that
led to them also attending church there. Once they left high school, they no longer
attend Catholic mass aside from special occasions or with me. The sons said Catholics
are too strict and I believe and follow the pope but my kids no longer follow the church.
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● How are we going to deal with the changes in this world - young people are more
exposed to sexuality, and there are so many changes now in terms of gender identity,
sexuality, etc. and I would like to see the church more accepting of all.

● Content in her faith because of the small groups and discussing the bible, faith, and
morals.

● Some were taught that God is love in the beginning but now catechesis is a must to be
fully engaged in the faith. The children of today seek the truth, they are our hope in the
future.

● The faith formation evenings with the meal provided social time and to share a meal
without having to prepare it. The problem with the meals was a lack of volunteers but it is
a plus. Having the parents/sponsors required to attend.

● The teaching masses more often or teaching homilies.
● When Father started classes for the adults it was a great asset to learning the faith. The

bible studies bring a more complete knowledge of the faith.
● Covid has allowed children to explore other religions.
● Have an annual discussion and/or Q&A on parish issues.
● Organized Social time together is a fundamental need to form a community or being a

part
● Our parish is alive.
● Parishioners appreciate being asked about their thoughts.
● The fire and ice retreat is impactful for the youth.
● The lack of social activities was a negative due the isolation from church and others.
● Volunteering at St. Matthews has not always been met with gratitude and this pushed

me away from donating my time to the church. The volunteer leadership needs to Have
expectations for their positions. Feedback on ministry leadership and volunteer leaders.
Evaluations of volunteer ministries would be a good feedback tool. Anonymous/known
author depending on personal choice.

● The bilingual mass determines to enact at this mass.
● The fruits of music engage parishioners into the mass. The bells bring a timing for

reverence to the mass. The synod was a very good experience.
● Children have left the Church and feel lost in the Church.  They don’t know where they fit

in with the parish.
● Children’s mass is more engaging by the Pastor, praise and worship, and more

participation. The Spanish mass is alive, and upbeat. The Confiteor to be said more
often.

● I think we need to grow and expand to engage each age group, to make sure the
message is widely spread that all are welcome

● Explains how he sees that how for sacraments it is good that parents need to come to
learn also when their child does

● Outside of the mass part of the journey, the church has helped with people outside of
mass including bible studies retreats, etc.

● Searching for truth is why there are a lot of other different churches even though the
truth is here in the eucharist. There is a spectrum in our own faith that can be debated
over and that we want fullness in our faith

● She said that at one point she was ready to be done with our parish but saw a cd while
walking out and listened to it and realized that it had opened her eyes

● Teaching the beauty and goods in any section of sin so that the goods are seen to be
able to resonate more
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● That having to challenge ourselves and questioning why people bring their child for their
sacraments but then disappear until the next sacrament, like why is there that flame still
there for you to still want to bring your child for that

● That hearing from a Satanist converting to Catholicism that the catholic church is the
only real church and that is why we need to be on fire with our faith

● that it starts with education and discipline in ourselves to give us the allowance of the
Holy Spirit in to work better through us

● That she wasn’t taught other things in her CCD that therefore there wasn’t anything to
teach their children

● there has been more of a journey together rather than journeying to the truth
● to be able to bring up those sin talks to teach and explain and it helps moving to truth

while listening to others
● we have teaching from years ago including the magisterium, bible, and even the

apostles without changing our faith only because it seems cool to others
● with ecumenism that we are even divided even in our own faith
● She asks that during the event all these questions and journeying together feels

comfortable but then in a casual setting outside of those groups is harder to bring up
● Though some questions do come up including why a lot of people don’t participate

outside of mass and why that is if we aren’t welcoming enough
● Conversations outside of church or faith circle are hard to have
● Also, to know the people around us to get to know them
● how the parish has grown especially for youth seeing from years ago
● how to be more present to those who are in states of consolation
● She wishes that we could include more of hearing people's testimonies, opens more

eyes to the truth and helps with problems that a person might have. Also seeing all the
good that is in our faith

● that a lot of people who only go to mass for obligation leave before at the end you have
a chance to talk to them and get to know them

● that how to journey together to those that have choose a different path
● that it is tough to journey together out of church especially as a young person
● that we need to build each other up and listen to those that want to help and also how to

make ourselves more accessible to others including other generations, communication
● to give people leeway and grace to grow because it does not happen in a short amount

of time
● With their age group they do a lot of activities not including mass like a youth group
● Now we have a beautiful tradition with all the readings etc.
● that growing up in a different church was more traditional including no ministers, the

mass was all in Latin also
● Also, how there are now more things going on around at Mass rather than only focusing

on Mass without extra things.
● Going out of your way to bring people in at other locations and reaching out to bring

people in, and therefore it can grow the faith in yourself.  Basically, just planting the seed
for others with action.

● that now we live in a not Christian society that can then challenge us as a Catholic
community to light a fire, not being lukewarm as a church anymore

● that there is really no presence of us in the community
● that we are being persecuted because of our faith and that is why we can’t be lukewarm

in our faith but more on fire
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● to use our gifts and know them to help out around with what skills you are most good at
● how the mentality of the youth does not prioritize church
● People have left and chosen the path of the world over a church life or path
● Moving with the military allowed for experiencing different churches
● Stress reading and practicing what the Bible teaches with all generations.
● Adults needing help with selecting readings so that they understand the reading
● Lots  of programs offered but not meeting demand of everyone
● Lots of good Bible stories that kids haven’t even heard and could be used as a parent

resource;
● Need more books, maybe book clubs
● People are afraid to ask questions and perceived as dumb;
● reading stained glass windows;
● Resources for parents to teach their children- some don’t even know how to say grace at

meals
● Vegetales videos
● At end of Mass announce that someone needs help like a meal;
● Book clubs/catechesis are important because almost half the Catholics, universally are

50% converts
● Communication young people, problems, just listen, - Communication a big one
● A Journal-weekly news that listed what is happening in the Church community
● A Journal- weekly news that listed what is happening in the church community-
● Greeters outside, be more welcoming, pamphlet to greet you
● Need to be welcoming if we are going to journey together
● Advocate who is listening to people and then share with priest
● Church friends helped someone who had surgery “If it had not been for parish I would

not have made it through it.” Church needs to do a lot more listening; listen to people
and explain what and the whys and say what they think without being made fun of;

● Disconnects in Confirmation until college at Newman center
● Funeral - help the other person feel comfortable to attend a group or with a couple;
● Get rid of cry room and rest of parish welcoming- it separates and ruins celebration and

not ; Some people leave and we need to get them back into church; Catholics- make you
feel guilty so they don’t go to church anyone;

● Need a survey- and great direct feedback: what do we need, where can we help you,
what can we do to help you be more comfortable, get this survey ready on the computer
and on the paper so we don’t have to look on the computer;

● Not meeting single men or women or Confirmation
● Survey of needs
● Choir- brings people in, and communicates.
● Calming in church quiet and calming
● Knights of Columbus- group helping one another- Thanksgiving baskets; Lent - brown

bags; ; this could be ongoing throughout the year and not just for Lent; Front of
programs like a funeral- do a good job 2 weeks after but then done and no one call them
later to check on them

● Need a _ Need line- what people need like food etc.;
● Rosary saying the rosary on Monday night- whenever someone is in trouble in it they

help one another.
● Like the structure and uniqueness;
● Have a good prayer line;
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● Helping through parish people and groups
● How do we get to those people who need help; how do we help people who are

embarrassed to ask;
● Grace is the only thing that will save us as Companions on the Journey.
● Could we use social media (phones) to influence our young people in their faith?
● Could we use social media (phones) to influence our young people in their faith
● Publish a master list of the opportunities St, Matthew’s provides for fellowship, classes,

and social gatherings.
● Could we use social media (phones) to influence our young people in their faith?
● Bring reverence and traditional church practices back.
● Blessed to be raised in the Holy Catholic Church.
● We need opportunities for community prayer to help bring our adult children back to their

faith.
● How can we reach the young adult (post high school) population to come back to

practicing their faith?
● There is a sadness that the church is locked
● As a church we need to do a better job of educating, more modern and higher level of

education.
● CCD was discussed and Family Faith Formation–are prayers required before first

Communion
● Don’t dumb it down
● Parents do not get kids First communion, Confirmation because they do not want to take

the time to do the classes, etc.
● Why do we have to have classes before a Baptism?
● Why can we do Mass in the park, but young people getting married have to be married in

the Church and not at a different location?
● Contact people by some social media ways.  Kids pay more attention to this.
● Finding New ways to communicate
● Finding ways to communicate with the younger generation
● Need to find a way to communicate all ways
● People do not understand how to get involved (Music Ministry, etc)
● Open communication
● Going in the Parish Hall and putting your name on piece of paper is stone age
● We also heard people are called from Time and Talent, and then say they cannot commit
● Be careful that our music does not start sounding like a concert
● Fortunate for our Music Ministry
● Music adds a lot to our mass
● Music needs to be loud enough, so people feel comfortable enough to sing
● Music on Screen is good
● We need to know who is in charge (Ushers, etc.)
● We have a large number People that involve
● A person signs up for Time and Talent and then never hears back from anyone.
● Need to use Time and Talent more effectively
● We are missing the young people getting involved,   We have John Paul,II school, where

are some of these children?
● Where is the formation?  Need kids to serve, starting with altar servers.  Need kids to

volunteer
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● Works of Mercy need to grow forth from church. Feels on a different path than the
church in some ways.

● It’s important to understand our faith that we need to teach the “Meat and Potatoes”  .
We need to make sure people get the basics of our faith and understand what is crucial
to know.  The group his dad taught and constantly reinforced had numerous clergy and
religious professions once they were adults.  We need to go back to the Catechism.

● Loved the booklet they got in the mass that explained the mass.  (An 85 year old).
Another affirmed.

● People don’t understand what is sin and what is not.\
● Teach the basics.   (What is and is not sin - catechism)
● Teaching of classes needs to rotate among members so that each takes their turn to

teach.
● The church fails to point out sin.  “Hate the sin, love the sinner.”  Feels churches that do

that are growing.
● We have to have rules.  Need to bring catechism and scriptures back to life.\
● Would like to have someone before mass explain a bit about that particular celebration,

such as a particular saint or transubstantiation, so people understand better that mass -
i.e..  “This moment in history.”

● Youth need to be able to defend their faith
● Could incorporate information such as our history into the bulletin.
● Family life has to teach what is sin and what is not.  More family education is needed
● If positive communication isn’t being done for the Knights, what other that the church has

done is not being affirmed with our communication.
● Successes in general should be communicated.  People, if they understand, might be

willing to get involved.
● Teaching of classes needs to rotate among members so that each takes their turn to

teach.
● More youth gatherings.
● We need more prayer groups.  Enable people to form and/or be involved.
● Youth festivals need to be brought back.  The connections made last beyond high

school, like when they go out of state to college.  It lets them know that there is a bigger
Catholic community.  (Think also World Youth Day in Denver)

● Could do Latin v. Bilingual for mixed mass settings.  This could also help with the foreign
priests serving our diocese

● Keep our roots (such as some Latin) alive, though not needed all the time.
● Need a youth mass.
● Game nights, more Deep and Deeper nights.
● Really liked the teaching masses.
● Would like to see us maintain some of our Latin tradition.  When you lose your root you

lose the tree.
● Would like to have someone before mass explain a bit about that particular celebration,

such as a particular saint or transubstantiation, so people understand better that mass -
i.e..  “This moment in history.”

● Really liked the teaching Masses.
● Needs to be more support for seminarians - oversight in the seminaries as to why kids

are leaving - abuse?  Who do they talk to?  The church is dealing with older issues, but
are they being proactive?  There should be a hot line for seminarians.
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● Support the Knights - let people know how much they do for the church.  They should be
respected.  How do we support them better?

● We also need to support seminarians with prayer, etc.
● Bring in Sunday school classes
● Encourage “Bible in a Year” podcasts
● More education on the Word of God.
● More education on the Word of God. (encourage “Bible in a Year” podcast ) The Church
● We need to LEARN together!  Needs to be DYNAMIC
● We want to LEARN together!
● Communication breakdown between catechism and hierarchy.
● Integrate Spanish community with ours more; bilingual Masses are beautiful!
● Strengthen family relationships
● Bring back Children’s Liturgy
● Support Latin Masses and their reverence
● Would like Latin Mass; seems Catholicism is turning to Protestantism
● Helping the church, through altar serving or choir.
● Keep doing the retreats. Allow the youth to have more contact with the priests on a

personal level so we can share what we are feeling and thinking.
● Participating in the church play.
● When in older grades, knowing someone is Catholic or recognizing them from a retreat

makes it easier to approach them at school.
● Having more people involved in activities, not just the same people.
● Likes having a chance to help the church and volunteer.
● Some parents are not prioritizing their child's desire to volunteer at church, and not

making it happen.
● The retreats for Hispanic community
● Add a music group that we do on the deeper nights. Engage with us on a different level.
● Adoration is the best time for reflection. It is quiet. Excited for possible Bible study

groups.
● Deeper nights- those are fun nights to get together and talk about the topic. Small

groups make me think about things on a higher level.
● The Fire and Ice group helped us know that there are times when there is light in our

hearts but also darkness.
● We want to see more music, not just the same old music that we always see and hear.
● Bring back opportunities to engage with each other before and after mass.
● Mass is hard to have a voice but the youth groups are easier
● A change we’d like to see is after mass getting together with donuts again.
● Change is good but you cannot change too much because people might get mad.
● It is important to take the journey together. Youth groups help us to grow together and

keep us on rack. It helps me feel safe to be around others that are also on this journey.
● The church is a place for us to feel closer to God.
● The new youth director is a change that is hard to get used to. She has new ideas, we

just have to adjust to her ideas. Some changes are better, some will take some time.
● The pandemic made it hard to stay on track with the church.  Wearing masks, social

distancing, and wearing masks was awful.
● We like the youth groups, mission trips, and getting together.
● We would like to see more communication after mass. Adding games to spice it up, get

people to talk.
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● My parents used to tell me to be a part of the church now I do it because I want to. I want
to help others, be a leader, get closer to God.

● Praying over each other was powerful, we should do more of that all the time not just at
the retreats.

● We need to find avenues to engage the youth with all aspects of the church: praise and
worship,

● Youth are searching for honesty and hope.
● Our parish is a family. We need to be more conscious of welcoming and acknowledging

people.
● Grateful for the diversity of our Church.
● Group asked if there could be another session. Very happy to have an avenue to share

experiences and opinions.
● Need emphasis for caring for our community, including all denominations of faith. We all

are children of God and we should all be wearing a mask to protect our neighbors.
● Pleased that there is a journey to talk about our life journeys.
● Thank you to the Pope for soliciting our input, what a wonderful opportunity. Wounds

were shared that happened through the Church, subsequent outreach from Church
Members helped to heal their wounds.

● Unite the Spanish speaking culture and the English-speaking culture. Clergy needs to
learn Spanish and speak fluently and clearly.

● We need to keep praying, assisting with healing, and openly talking about issues.
Compassion and love for parishioners for the way they have been treated by the Church.

● Feelings of anger and disappointment with the Church for allowing people to be
ostracized for not being accepted for whom God made them to be. They are being
treated in ways that do not convey what the Church teaches.

● Frustration was discussed by words of acceptance that did not match actions. We need
to accept everyone, actions and words should be united.

● One member said, “You don’t want to hear what I have to say.” But as we discussed, we
did want to hear what he had to say. Very informative and respectful.

● Allow the Holy Spirit to support openness and truthfulness on issues that could impact
our world either environmentally or health wise.

● Need a strong young adult ministry to encourage young adults to stay with the Church.
● The Church should support preservation of our world and environment.
● We need to reach out to young adult Catholics to help them strengthen their faith and

stay in the Church.
● We need to accept people who are born gay and have been raised in the Catholic faith,

and they should remain in good graces with the Church.
● Retreats are a way of walking together, and the experiences that they leave us
● As a parent one has to set the example so that the children also follow in the same steps
● What are the points to confirm, the prospects for change, the steps to take?
● Keep walking forward because there will always be more goals to reach
● Being able to have a Spanish-speaking priest to be able to confess or attend retreats.
● Consider the mass schedule, being able to have more than one mass in Spanish

besides the 5:00pm mass.One person’s attitude can affect others and keep ten or more
people from coming back to church.

● Sometimes the bad experiences are what we remember the most of the community. We
need to get back together after Covid. The Knights of Columbus Saturday Supper.

● Walking together is having different points of view
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● Have examples to teach about each of our cultures i.e., such as tables with different
objects from the cultures of others

● We are in different processes in walking in the church
● Participants and/or leaders of the groups should be polite within the groups but also out

in the community. God tells us not to try but do it
● Iceberg; Entering the church is a call for heat or fire to melt that ice
● A nice feeling to see so many people receiving communion and there was no end. It also

gave us great joy to see people sitting in the bleacher
● Cultural integration (Have both cultures involved i.e., bilingual masses.
● It was worth attending today
● We must remember that Jesus came for sinners and the sick, and all
● Be docile to the holy spirit
● A reminder that when we are baptized, we have been called to the Lord to serve
● Saint Teresa emphasizes that we are the hands and feet of God
● Listen to the Holy Spirit to include more people at Mass or retreats
● Comments from people in our town can discourage us from continuing to attend church
● The parish is making an effort for our community, they give us the opportunity to hold

events for the Hispanic community
● Be more demanding of the canonical values   of the postures and rituals of the mass.
● Participation of the parishioners and that all were in a single rhythm of communication.
● More family prayer, listen to each other’s needs/causes for the lack of interest in our

spirituality.
● The Holy Spirit is poured out on all people, without belonging to the same religion.
● The Holy Rosary, motivation to be used at home and with the family.
● Feed the Holy Spirit to our children with prayer for our children. 
● Teach to pray for the souls in purgatory.
● Work the feeding of the Holy Spirit to our youth.
● Strengthen our faith, without losing what we already have understood and learned.
● Beginning with the adults so they can teach the children of tomorrow.
● Get to know more the benefits of fasting and the consequences of not doing it well with

the Holy Spirit
● Use the testimonies of life to motivate others.
● Be thirsty to keep feeding our spirit.
● Bible studies for better personal understanding and share with those of our home and

our community.
● Hispanics are more relaxed, and Americans are more responsible and don't miss the

classes they have.
● Clarification of the Synodal word
● In the first question they say expressions that do not clarify how it is to walk all      

together and it is the Holy Spirit that moves them. And so they feel walking together.
● Union regardless of race or color.
● They have met or received hospitality among other ethnicities.
● Many people have stayed away from the church since the pandemic, but we must make

an effort to seek the temple of God and bring our domestic churches to their homes.
● Walking together is sharing our joys and sorrows, as in the case of saying (we are sick

we need prayer) not communicating does not let us walk together.
● The varying opinions of all the parishioners is what make a divide in the Church, we

must be together based on the Canonical and the Faith.
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● See what unites us and not what separates us.
● More involvement of the Priests in Hispanic events with their presence and participation
● Have more use of the legacy that we make, more to what unites us and not what does

separate us.
● They have met or received hospitality among other ethnicities.
● When making the previous comments, then they themselves stop that if they are walking

together, not to the percentage but they consider that if they are doing it.
● We know that the Holy Spirit gives us gifts and we must put them into practice. And so

the church takes more power when gathering the fruits.\
● Feed the Holy Spirit to our children with prayer for our children.
● Showing more of the activities that are done, through photos and videos, would be a way

to involve people more, and make them realize that going to church is not just going to
mass, but also getting involved and being closer can help.

● A Hispanic father would bring people closer, because although we know the effort that
Father Cliff makes to be close to the community, there are people who will feel more
comfortable with someone who speaks their language.

● There is a little more interest, from both the Hispanics, as well as those who only speak
English, this is nice but it is also difficult, since the greatest difficulty in uniting both
communities is the language, the culture, the lack of knowledge of the customs, so there
is still a lot to work to do because there is still not a total unity.

● As Hispanics we have many traditions that we would like to share with the other
community, they can delve deeper into, we do some activities, but we need to do even
more, and it would be much better if the other community participated more in our
activities, just as we could be invited to their activities so we could participate i.e., in the
English masses announce the activities of the Hispanics and vice versa.

● A couple said that being in the choir helped them make the decision to get married
● A lady said that she sees a little more closeness on the part of both communities
● A man said that the differences are not only between Hispanics and Americans, but

there are cultural differences among Hispanics themselves, which complicate the ability
to walk together.

● For us to take bigger steps in relation to our faith.
● Pray to the Holy Spirit to continue growing in love
● Have ushers interact and welcome parishioners.
● The park mass at the Camplex is also one of the times that unites us.
● It is important have gathering to get to know the other brothers.
● At St. Matthew’s we are walking together, as in today’s events that is how we walk

together!
● At St. Matthew we are walking together, as in today's events that is how we walk

together!
● The Mass we have at the Camplex Park is also one of the times that we come together

as one community.
● I would like every weekend to be like today.
● We would like first communions to be at a single “bilingual” mass with all first communion

children together.
● That the mass of the Virgin be "bilingual"
● We need a priest who speaks Spanish for confessions at least once a month.
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● It is important to have masses for different occasions and holidays to be able to come
together with our Anglo-Saxon brothers but we appreciate that our Sunday mass
continues to be in Spanish.

● That the masses of feasts during the year to be bilingual, such as those of the first
communions, those of Holy Week, the Virgin of Guadalupe, Candlemas, Christmas, etc.

● Our Sunday mass in Spanish is very important to continue having.
● These will continue to help us continue to walk together as one community.
● Have a Spanish speaking priest for confessions at least once a month.
● Have Eucharistic Adoration and Healing Prayer in Community once a month
● We feel that Father Cliff's masses are more spiritual, and that his Spanish has improved

a lot!
● Abundance of opportunities to be involved…journeying together 

1/30/2022 Session
● The belief of the real presence has kept me here
● We need to consider having the Precious Blood again.  Every Church  has it own policy. 

“How come we stop serving wine before communion?”  
● We don't want to have so many rules but do want some guidelines.  What does

reverence mean…how I act, dress, behave…  When Mass is held in parks…it doesn’t
feel like Mass.  

● We don't want to have so many rules but do want some guidelines.  What does
reverence mean…how I act, dress, behave…  Where Mass is held in parks…don’t feel
like at Mass.  

● We need a refresher course…in other aspects…how do we go up to communion…how
do we receive…hands down after communion.  Education and sharing…what is the
definition of REVERENCE. 

● GROW…sharing different ministries with those who may not know…give the opportunity
to do that.  

● Lack of belief in the real presence has led to irreverence. 
● Catholic identity…
● Priests need to talk about expectations…education 
● “Real Presence'' What does that mean? (How does this knowledge affect our actions?)
● We need to follow through …how is this going to be used?
● Need to know what is available with COVID everything changed…Ministry fair to explain

their ministry.  Might be worthwhile project
● Direction should come  from leadership (shepherd)  to sheep
● Need people in leadership that are not afraid to speak the truth and expect us to live

it…clearly
● Hospitality…environment…are we welcoming? Signage
● Some may not want to be connected …I don’t want to be the center of attention…God

needs to be
● Difficult to connect with those who look disconnected so may do that around Mass that

may be seen as irreverent. 
● Lack reverence in church talking before and after Mass (after worse)
● No Quiet time before and after Mass…too much talking
● More silence 
● cus not on God on us…we are focused on ourselves not on ourselves 
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● GROW…reverence is a part of identity. Opportunity to grow in providing that
environment

● Some people don’t feel like they belong or connected
● Lack of reverence from the 60’s to now is getting worse…people are falling away…it is

snowballing
● When Mass is held in the parks, it doesn’t feel like Mass. It is a good idea but doesn’t

feel like Mass.  Some Masses in the woods at retreats for instance, can be beautiful.
● We have a lot of programs, but people can still feel disconnected 
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